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This high-interest nonfiction reader will help students gain science content knowledge while building their literacy skills and reading
comprehension. This appropriately leveled text features hands-on, simple science experiments and full-color images and graphics. Fourth
grade students will learn all about the rock cycle through this engaging text that supports STEM education and is aligned to the Next
Generation Science Standards.
Introduces the microorganisms; discusses the physical characteristics, life cycle, and uses for bacteria; and describes the different types of
algae.
An introduction to the world of the dinosaur.
This book describes how rocks and minerals are formed by geological processes, and how they are used in our lives
A collection of facts about diverse subjects such as food, animals, inventions and more.
Filled with fun facts and amazing photographs, an in-depth look at amazing weather includes real-life encounters as documented by National
Geographic tornado chaser, Tim Samaras. Simultaneous.
This book describes how rocks and minerals are formed by geological processes, and how they are used in our lives.
Collects over one hundred animal stories that profile unlikely friendships, acts of bravery, and strange-but-true behaviors.

Explore one of the most recognized names in modern America with this biography of Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor.
Kids will learn about her rise to be the first Hispanic Supreme Court Justice and the trials she faced along the way. The level 3 text
provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for independent readers.
"Battle mysterious monsters, join a quest with a courageous hero, and feast and frolic with the gods [in this introduction to
mythology around the world]"--Page 4 of cover.
"In Everything Sharks, exciting photos depict great whites, hammerheads, and more. Scientists tell hair-raising tales about
encounters. With its awesome facts and action-packed images, this book brings kids close to the mysterious lives of
sharks."--Amazon.com.
"Information about rocks and minerals for children"-Provides five thousand facts about everything from water parks and hair to manners and fossils.
Introduces the different types of, and uses for, rocks and minerals, and discusses how they are formed.
Adventure, danger, and a thrilling global mission await 12-year-old Cruz Coronado as he joins an elite school for explorers. Cruz
leaves his tranquil home in Hawaii to join 23 talented kids from around the globe to train at the Explorer Academy with the world's
leading scientists to become the next generation of great explorers. But for Cruz, there's more at stake. No sooner has he arrived
at the Academy than he discovers that his family has a mysterious past with the organization that could jeopardize his future. In
the midst of codebreaking and cool classes, new friends and augmented reality expeditions, Cruz must tackle the biggest question
of all: Who is out to get him, and why? Readers can get in on the excitement with puzzles and codes embedded throughout.
"100 fun facts about rocks, minerals, gems, and all things shiny"--

A beginner's field guide to North American geology identifies common rocks, minerals, gems, fossils, and land
formations.
They fix spacecraft, dance, tell jokes, and even clean your carpet! From the tiniest robo-bees to gigantic factory
machines, robotics is all around you. This technology isn't just for science-fiction anymore -- it's real and more relevant
than ever. With stunning visuals and energetic, impactful design, readers won't stop until they've learned everything there
is to know about robotics.
Get ready to be dazzled! This lively reference book for the younger set introduces a fascinating variety of Earth’s rocks,
minerals, gemstones, fossils, and shells--from granite to gold, marble to malachite, and conchs to clams. Discover how
rocks are formed, the three kinds of rocks, and the difference between rocks and minerals. Learn how rocks and minerals
are used in art, architecture, industry, and science. Then journey to the oceans to explore seashells and the amazing
animals that once inhabited them. Packed with more than 200 stunning photos, including closeups of each specimen, this
colorful book showcases breathtaking natural sites such as the Giant’s Causeway and human-built structures such as
the Great Wall of China. Filled with fun facts and designed for interactive learning, the Little Kids First Big Book of Rocks,
Minerals, and Shells is sure to become a favorite with young rock and shell collectors and their parents!
Weird But True! is going prehistoric! This new addition to the wildly popular, mind-blowing, fact-packed series is taking on
the jaws and claws that ruled the Mesozoic world. Calling all dino dynamos! Get ready to devour wacky wonders, facts,
stats, and trivia about all things dinosaur. Did you know that the T. rex had vision 13 times better than the average
human's? Or that people collect fossilized dino poop? And get this: There's a dinosaur named after Hogwarts--Harry
Potter's wizarding school! Get ready to meet dinosaurs with horns and feathers, razor-sharp claws and gigantic teeth.
You'll encounter the places they lived, the bizarre art they inspired, and the amazing paleontologists who discovered
them.
Treasure hunters and fans of gems, jewels, and rocks will love this jam-packed sticker activity book, complete with
activities, coloring, mazes, and more--plus 1,000 stickers! Roll up your sleeves and prepare to get your hands dirty,
because it's time to dig around, pan for gold, and crack open geodes in this exciting sticker activity book. Discover the
difference between rocks and minerals and how gems are cut and polished. Learn how people have used rocks and
minerals, like salt and gems, for jewelry and decoration for centuries. Get up close to famous features like Mount
Rushmore or the Great Wall of China. Kids will sticker and get to know the names of their favorite rocks, as they travel
around the world to beautiful natural sites like Giant's Causeway in Ireland and the Rainbow Mountain in Peru. This smart
and fun interactive title brings National Geographic Kids signature content to a sticker and activity book format. It's a
great way for kids to go off-screen and learn while they play. It's also an engaging "treat" for a rainy day, car trips,
downtime, or anytime.
How does a rainbow form? What causes it to snow? What makes the wind blow? This adorable reference book
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introduces young children to every aspect of weather and answers the questions curious kids want to know! Always an
important topic for young kids, they'll learn how all the various types of weather systems work, from droughts and deserts
to snowflakes and blizzards. Stories are accompanied by 100 colorful photos that capture the awe and wonder of our
natural world. This charming book is sure to capture kids' imaginations and become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, and
anytime.
Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn all about rocks and
minerals in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love. It's time to learn everything about rocks and minerals! Each
book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer's corner with from-thefield anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool
comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive glossary, and more.
If you think all rocks are the same, then you are wrong. There are different types of rocks. They were formed in various
ways so they have different compositions. Earth rocks are identifiers of this planet that is why it is important to have the
knowledge of rock identification. Perfect for kids age 9-12, this book is a must-have!
Featuring more than two hundred photos, this interactive introduction to the Earth's rocks, minerals, gemstones, fossils, and shells is filled
with fascinating facts as well as breathtaking natural sites.
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the classic series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Daniel Tiger
leaves the Neighborhood of Make Believe and visits the real world to help introduce readers to the helpers in their neighborhood in this 8x8
storybook! For the first time ever, Daniel Tiger ventures beyond the Neighborhood of Make Believe to introduce kids to the helpers in their
neighborhood! These community members—like firefighters, crossing guards, doctors, and teachers—are there to help in the neighborhood
every day in so many different ways. Illustrated using a combination of photographs of real world helpers and illustrations of Daniel Tiger, this
special storybook focuses on the teachings of Mr. Rogers and strategies from Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood. It’s sure to be beloved by
parents, teachers, librarians, and children. © 2019 The Fred Rogers Company
Provides the latest information on a wide range of topics, including animals, culture, geography, the environment, history, and science.
From dazzling gemstones to sparkling crystals to molten lava, this brilliantly illustrated book introduces children to the exciting world of rocks
and minerals, including both the building blocks and the bling. This level two reader, written in easy-to-grasp text, will help cultivate the
geologists of tomorrow! This high-interest, educationally vetted series of beginning readers features the magnificent images of National
Geographic, accompanied by texts written by experienced, skilled children's book authors. The inside back cover of the paperback edition is
an interactive feature based upon the book. Level 1 books reinforce the content of the book with a kinesthetic learning activity. In Level 2
books readers complete a Cloze letter, or fun fill-in, with vocabulary words. Releases simultaneously in Reinforced Library Binding:
978-1-4263-1039-3 , $13.90/$15.95 Can National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information. From the Trade Paperback edition.
"Information about gems, rocks, and other shiny objects on the planet, for children"-"Blast off to a universe of photos, facts, and fun!"--Front cover.
A collaboration by an award-winning author and the paleontologist renowned for the discovery of Australopithecus sidiba chronicles the
riveting story behind one of the most significant archaeological discoveries of all time, explaining its significance for understanding human
evolution and how it is shaping the thinking of the scientific community.
The latest installment of the New York Times best-selling almanac features brand-new amazing animal stories, explorer profiles, and
outrageous attractions that kids know and love, plus more of the incredible inventions, awesome games, and fresh challenges for curious kids
who want to learn all about the world and everything that's in it! Kids can have fun keeping up with our rapidly changing planet with the
world's best-selling almanac for kids, packed with incredible photos, tons of fun facts, crafts, activities, and fascinating features about
animals, science, nature, technology, conservation, and more. There's a whole chapter full of fun and games, including activities, jokes, and
comics. Practical reference material, including fast facts and maps of every country, has been fully updated. Homework help on key topics is
sprinkled throughout the book.

"Find adventure! Go outside! Have fun! Be a rock hound!"--Cover.
Come and explore the world under your feet with the Dirtmeister and friends! Part graphic novel, part fun guidebook, this very cool,
rocky journey introduces both eager and reluctant readers to the basic geologic processes that shape our Earth. Clear and concise
explanations of the various geologic processes reveal the comprehensive science behind each fascinating topic. Fun facts and
simple DIY experiments reinforce the concepts while short biographies of important scientists inspire future geo-scientists.
A stunning visual reference book for little geologists who love to find fascinating rocks all around them. Identify colorful gemstones,
sparkly crystals, the toughest rocks, and ancient fossils. Packed with fun facts, information, and extensive photos all about the
rocks and minerals that make up the world around us. Interactive learning that engages young scholarly minds. Learn about 64
different types of rocks and minerals, how to tell the difference between them and where to find them. Dig into all the interesting
geological materials from deep space to the deepest caves. You'll even discover glow in the dark minerals and living gems! Find
out about the stuff our world is made of, and how rocks and minerals form over time. This captivating book introduces children to
hands-on science with fun activities like starting your own impressive rock collection and how to stay safe on your rock finding
missions. Written for kids aged 6 to 9 with bite-sized information and explanations. The easy-to-understand language gives them a
rock-solid foundation for science subjects. The geology book includes the phonetic pronunciation of the rock and mineral names
so your little one will sound like a rock expert in no time. Rockin' It With Stones And Minerals - Stunning high-quality photographs. Inspiring activities for little Earth scientists. - Over 64 types of rocks, their properties, and how they are formed.
Surround yourself in Everything Spring. Stunning photography and detailed imagery capture the uplifting spirit of our favorite
season in this counterpart to the National Geographic bestseller A Tree for All Seasons. We think of spring and we feel warmer,
sunny days, we smell the freshness of nature's flowers blooming again, and we picture little chicks and furry bunnies. These
adorable baby animals are fun to look at and they represent the spirit of renewal and life that is spring. Every young creature finally
ventures outside to play as the dreary days of winter fade away and color surround us all. Spring is about being outdoors enjoying
all that our wonderful planet has to offer--it's about living life to the fullest. In Jill Esbaum's beautifully photographed picture book,
young children can see, hear, and feel the warmth of springtime by reading and learning all about chicks, bunnies, and the other
baby animals that come out to play in springtime.
"Over 1,111 answers to everything"--Cover.
Is planet Earth flat? Is California an island? Can you mix other metals to make gold? At one time, science supported wild notions
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like these! But later studies proved these ideas were nonsense. Discover science's biggest mistakes and oddest assumptions
about geology and ecology, and see how scientific thought changed over time.
A whimsically illustrated survey of the earth's rocks and minerals explores some of the many ways they have been transformed
into usable materials from talcum powder to silver jewelry, in a reference complemented by a bonus activity suggestion.
This nonfiction science reader will help fifth grade students gain science content knowledge while building their reading
comprehension and literacy skills. This purposefully leveled text features hands-on, challenging science experiments and full-color
images. Students will learn all about the four spheres of Earth through this engaging text that supports STEM education and is
aligned to the Next Generation Science Standards. Important text features like a glossary and index will improve students close
reading skills.
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